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[1] Dust devils, small-scale convective vortices found on Earth and on Mars, can transfer substantial quantities of dust from the ground into the atmosphere. It has been proposed that the low-pressure region found at the center of dust devil vortices provides a lift (the \(\Delta P\) effect) that ‘sucks up’ material from the surface. Two simple models are compared to investigate the physics behind the \(\Delta P\) effect and the relevance of competing processes. The first considers an impermeable bed of particles where lifting is by vertical pressure gradients, the second considers a permeable bed where lifting is by drag forces on the particles as gas is sucked from the bed. Pressure gradient lifting appears to be far more efficient than drag force lifting. We describe conditions that favor lifting by the \(\Delta P\) effect and make qualitative predictions that might be tested in the laboratory, the field, or through observations from Mars Landers.


1. Introduction

[2] Dust devils are small convective vortices that are visible due to the dust and sand they entrain. They are common on Earth [e.g., Sinclair, 1964; Metzger, 1999; Renno et al., 2004] and on Mars [e.g., Thomas and Gierasch, 1985; Metzger et al., 1999; Edgett and Malin, 2000]. Terrestrial examples are usually a few to a few tens of meters in diameter, and 100s of meters in height but on Mars they can be orders of magnitude larger (e.g., review by Balme and Greeley [2006]).

[3] On Earth, dust devils are not thought to be important in the global transport of dust, but this might not be so for Mars, where the atmosphere is persistently dusty, even between global dust storms [e.g., Pollack et al., 1979]. This haze must be maintained through removal of dust from the surface by some means. Dust devils have long been suggested as such a mechanism [e.g., Neubauer, 1966; Greeley and Iversen, 1985] because the lifting ability of ambient boundary layer winds is low compared to Earth due to the low density and pressure of Mars’ atmosphere and the small particle size of the dust (\(\leq 2\mu m\) [e.g., Pollack et al., 1979]). As summarized by Greeley and Iversen [1985], there is an optimal particle size (\(\sim 100\mu m\)) for lifting by boundary layer winds; particles smaller or larger than this require stronger winds to lift them. For particles smaller than \(\sim 100\mu m\) cohesion forces dominate and they ‘stick’ together and resist lifting. Cohesion includes the capillary force in moist soils, chemical bonding forces, van der Waals forces, and electrostatic forces [Shao, 2000]. This is why progressively stronger boundary layer threshold wind speeds have been measured for smaller and smaller particles sizes.

[4] Greeley et al. [2003] used a laboratory vortex generator to compare the vortex threshold point (i.e., how fast the apparatus needed to be run to begin to lift particles) of different sized particles under different atmospheric pressures. They compared their results with results for horizontal boundary layer threshold, finding that under both Martian and terrestrial conditions, vortices are more efficient at lifting fine particles.

[5] Negative pressure excursions exist at the core of dust devils [e.g., Sinclair, 1964]. Greeley et al. [2003] suggest that this low-pressure region provides an additional lift (the \(\Delta P\) effect) which ‘sucks up’ material as the dust devil sweeps across the surface. However, they do not suggest how this \(\Delta P\) effect might work or how to quantify it.

[6] The effects of horizontal wind shear caused by dust devil circulation can be estimated in the field [Balme et al., 2003] and the pressure structure determined from laboratory simulations [Greeley et al., 2003] or field investigations [Metzger, 1999; Ringrose, 2003; Tratt et al., 2003]. Although vertical pressure gradient forces have been studied in tornados [e.g., Snow, 1982; Fiedler and Rotunno, 1986] and these measurements might be appropriate to describe the behavior of particles \textit{within} the vortex, no attempts have been made to identify, let alone quantify, the physical processes that are required to transfer a particle from the soil surface into the atmospheric vortex by the passage of a low pressure excursion across the surface. In this paper, we identify the physics behind the \(\Delta P\) effect, compare the potential relevance of competing processes and describe the optimal conditions for the \(\Delta P\) effect to act.

2. Two Simple Models of the \(\Delta P\) Effect

[7] To model the \(\Delta P\) particle lifting ability of dust devils we consider only the effects of a negative pressure excursion (representing the passage of the dust devil), we do not in any of the following consider the horizontal surface shear stress generated by the swirling winds within the dust devil. This negative pressure excursion is applied to the surface of a bed of homogenous spherical particles representing the soil. We begin by examining two possible ways the \(\Delta P\) effect might work: by pressure differential forces in which trapped air below the surface lifts the particles due to
vertical pressure gradients, or by drag in which air sucked out of the surface lifts the particles. In reality, the pressure deficit is not applied instantaneously and instead decreases from ambient to maximum $\Delta P$ at a rate dependent upon the pressure structure and rate of travel of the dust devil. These models do not consider the dynamic system, and instead are extreme cases illustrating the physical processes occurring if the $\Delta P$ effect does lift particles. Cohesion forces are not considered for two reasons: 1) There are few data describing the magnitude of cohesion forces in terrestrial settings, let alone on Mars. 2) Various authors; see review of Balme and Greeley [2006].

[9] In model 1, the soil is impermeable such that there is no exchange between trapped sub-surface gas and the atmosphere. The pressure excursion is applied instantaneously – the lifting force is a result of the pressure difference acting over the top layer of particles which is assumed to be perfectly flat. The air trapped in the bed does not move. In model 2, the soil is permeable and gas is drawn out of the surface at a rate that is a function of the permeability of the soil and the applied pressure difference. The lifting force is the drag on the particles caused by the exiting gas. The lifting effects of pressure gradients across the upper soil layers are not considered.

2.1. Model 1: Impermeable Surface

[9] For a particle of diameter $D_p$, the lifting force per particle in the uppermost layer is simply given by

$$F_p = \frac{\Delta P \pi D_p^2}{4},$$

where $\Delta P$ is the negative pressure excursion in the center of the dust devil. The pressure within the particle bed is assumed to be the same as the ambient pressure away from the dust devil. On the other hand, the force due to gravity on each particle is simply

$$F_g = \frac{\pi D_p^3 \rho_p g}{6},$$

where $\rho_p$ is the particle density and $g$ the gravity. The ratio of the pressure lifting force to the gravity force is thus

$$\frac{F_p}{F_g} = \frac{3 \Delta P}{2 D_p \rho_p g}.$$
sand-grade particles on Mars, the lift force dominates the gravity force. Thus if the top layer of a soil bed were perfectly sealed, or if a pressure change were applied instantaneously without giving the soil time to equilibrate, particles would be removed due to the pressure gradient. The lifting effect is greater for smaller particles.

2.2. Model 2: The Permeable Bed

[11] By ‘permeable’ in this extreme case we mean a soil bed whose air flow is allowed to equilibrate with the pressure change at the surface. Air is sucked up from an infinite reservoir, be it in the ground below, or in the higher pressure region outside the dust devil. We must, therefore, first calculate the permeability of the ‘soil’. Assuming a bed of randomly packed homogeneous spheres, the Carman-Kozeny relation gives the permeability \( K \) of the bed as

\[
K = \frac{D^2 \phi^3}{72 \tau (1 - \phi)^2},
\]

where \( \tau \) is the tortuosity (a measure of how convoluted the connectivity of the pores is) and \( \phi \) the porosity [Panda and Lake, 1994]. The porosity is the fraction of a porous medium occupied by ‘space’ rather than solid material. Porosity of beds of homogeneous spheres ranges from 0.26 (close-packed face-centered cubic structure [Hales, 2002]) to 0.48 (cubic packing [Smith et al., 1929]). A suitable packing for soil science is a random close packing called the Finney pack [Finney, 1970] which has a porosity of 0.36. The tortuosity is estimated to be 25/12 [Scheidegger, 1960]. Equation (4) is a simplification that holds for ideally viscous fluids traveling through the pores and assumes no slip of the flowing fluid at the grain surfaces. Gases, however, especially at low pressures, experience slippage at these surfaces. The resulting increase in permeability with decreasing gas pressure is called the ‘Klinkenberg Effect’ [Klinkenberg, 1941] and is particularly important for the low pressure regime of Mars. It has been quantified as

\[
k_g = k + \frac{6.9}{p} k^{0.64}.
\]

where \( p \) is pressure (in psi) and the permeabilities for gas and liquid \( k_g, k \) are given in mdarcies [Ahmed, 2001]. For conversion from the commonly used engineering units to SI note that \( k = c \times K \) and \( k_g = c \times K_g \), with \( c = 0.986923 \times 10^{-3} \mu m^2 \).

[12] Darcy’s Law [e.g., Ahmed, 2001] states that the discharge \( q \) of a gas (in terms of volume per time) through a bed of surface area \( A \) and length \( L \) with a pressure gradient \( \frac{dP}{dL} \) can be expressed as

\[
q = -\frac{K}{\eta} \frac{dP}{dL},
\]

where \( \eta \) is the dynamic viscosity of the gas. We apply Darcy’s law to our problem as follows. First, we assume the soil bed to be a homogeneous half-space. The simplified dust devil can be represented as a circular low pressure region of radius \( R \), with pressure decreasing from \( R \) to the center by a total amount \( \Delta P \). This results in a pressure gradient and thus an outflow of air into the de-pressurized region. The characteristic length of the bed, \( L \), is hard to quantify, but we can assume \( R \) and \( L \) to be of similar length scales for the following reasons: If we assume that the pressure decreases approximately linearly from \( R \) to the center of the vortex, we can comfortably assume that \( L = R \) since this approximates the pressure gradient in the air (and thereby the maximal pressure gradient at any point in the soil). We can therefore set \( \frac{dP}{dL} = \Delta P / L \) and (6) becomes

\[
v = -\frac{K_g \Delta P}{\eta L},
\]

where \( v = q/A \) is the mean flow speed through the surface of the bed. In reality, \( L \) could be somewhat smaller because of the non-stationary nature of dust devils. We must also consider smaller values of \( L \) because, for example, a thin layer of dust or sand could be deposited over a porous bedrock. In this case we assume that the pore volume and permeability of the base layer are much higher than the bed of particles and so the gas pressure below remains constant over the short durations the \( \Delta P \) is applied. Using Stokes’ law and the velocity of the escaping gas, we now estimate the maximum drag force \( F_d \) on a spherical particle at the surface of the bed:

\[
F_d = -3\pi^2 \eta \nu D_p.
\]

[13] For simplicity we ignore the effects of turbulence and do not apply any correction to Stokes’ law for flow in the transitional, Knudsen or slip-flow regimes. Thus, particularly for small particle size or low atmospheric pressure (8) actually gives an overestimate of drag on the particle. The ratio of drag force to gravity is therefore

\[
\frac{F_d}{F_g} = \frac{18\eta \nu}{D_p \rho_p g}.
\]

Despite the simplification of the drag equation Figure 1b shows that the drag force is in no case sufficient to combat the effects of gravity. Even if we reduce \( L \) to only a depth of 1mm, the drag force is still not enough to counteract gravity. Therefore we suggest that drag of the gas escaping the soil plays no role in the lifting of particles.

3. Discussion

[14] We have shown that if the \( \Delta P \) effect is strong enough to lift material then the situation is more similar to model 1 than model 2 and thus the pressure gradient force dominates the dust devil. In reality, model 1 is only a crude approximation because in nature the \( \Delta P \) is not applied instantaneously but instead acts at a rate dependent on the magnitude of the \( \Delta P \) and the radius and speed of translation of the dust devil across the surface. Although model 2 suggests that drag is not the dominant lifting mechanism, the model is still useful because it describes whether the soil will degas quickly, disallowing a significant pressure gradient to build up over the top layer, or whether exchange of gas from the subsurface to the atmosphere will be so slow that substantial vertical pressure gradients will occur within
the upper layers of the bed (generating conditions similar to model 1). Thus, while model 1 suggests that the magnitude of the negative pressure excursion is important for determining if the $\Delta P$ effect lifts material, model 2 suggests that the rate of change of pressure is also important to the mechanisms of particle lifting. Both models essentially illustrate extreme cases of permeability and pressure equilibration.

[15] We can estimate the approximate rate of change of pressure applied to the surface by a dust devil by simply assuming a linear decrease in pressure beginning at the edge of the dust devil column radius and reaching a minimum at the center. Pressure profiles within natural dust devils approximate Rankine vortices, having an inverted bell-shape [Greeley et al., 2003; Schofield et al., 1997]. However, the assumption of a linear decrease in pressure gives similar rates of change to the peak values of the Rankine-vortex approximation. Using this assumption and data for real dust devils from Table 1, we note that the greatest rates of change in pressure will be for the smallest observed dust devils, with the largest observed negative pressure excursions, traveling at greatest speed. For Earth this will be $\sim 2 \times 10^4$ Pa s$^{-1}$ for a 1 m diameter dust devil traveling at 10 m s$^{-1}$ with a central pressure deficit of 1% of ambient, and for Mars $\sim 20$ Pa s$^{-1}$ for a 10 m diameter dust devil traveling at 20 m s$^{-1}$, again with a central pressure deficit of 1% of ambient. It is clear that the rate of change of pressure applied can be three orders of magnitude larger on Earth than on Mars.

[16] Equations (4) and (7) show that the rate of degassing of the bed will depend strongly on the permeability; degassing is less significant for beds of smaller particles. Taken together, the two models show that the $\Delta P$ effect is most significant for beds composed primarily of fine particles over which the $\Delta P$ is applied faster than the rate at which the subsurface can degas. Thus optimal conditions for $\Delta P$ lifting are encountered in small dust devils with large magnitude low pressure cores, traveling quickly over beds of fine particles. We can also conclude that for a given particle sizes, in a highly consolidated soil, or one with an impermeable crust, pressure can build up more effectively, increasing the likelihood of $\Delta P$ lifting. In a loose, highly porous soil with high permeability, however, the $\Delta P$ effect will be less.

[17] The competing factors that determine if the $\Delta P$ effect can lift particles by build-up of pressure gradients are shown in Figure 2. Our work suggests that terrestrial dust devils have more efficient $\Delta P$ effects for lifting material than Martian ones, even taking into account Mars’ weaker gravity. However, this does not mean that the $\Delta P$ effect is sufficient to lift particles because, in nature, the bed might degas fast enough to preclude build-up of large pressure gradients on both Earth and Mars. Thus we need to look for corroborating evidence from field and laboratory studies.

[18] Some confirmation of this result comes from laboratory experiments [Neakrase et al., 2006] that show that the dust removal flux is larger for smaller vortices. Also, Mars Exploration Rover observations [Neakrase et al., 2006; Greeley et al., 2006] suggest that smaller radius dust devils remove dust from the surface more quickly than larger ones. The observation that vortex threshold is more efficient for smaller particles than ambient wind threshold [Greeley et al., 2003] is consistent with a rate of degassing of the bed slow enough to allow the $\Delta P$ to be effective at lifting particles.

[19] It would seem that our results, which show that terrestrial dust devils have $\Delta P$ effects orders of magnitude more effective at lifting dust than Martian ones, could be easily tested on Earth through simple fieldwork. However, Balme et al. [2003] show that horizontal surface wind shear stresses caused by the circulation of terrestrial dust devils are sufficient to lift even fine dust and this might prevent the $\Delta P$ effect from being easily observed. Thus perhaps most loose particles are lifted by horizontal wind shear associated with the circulation of the dust devil (which has a maximum value at about the radius of the dust column) well before the point at which the maximum pressure gradient occurs and where the $\Delta P$ effect might lift them. On Mars though, despite the slow rates that the pressure gradient is applied and its small magnitude, the weak horizontal surface wind shear associated with the dust devil circulation might allow the $\Delta P$ effect to dominate. If this is the case then it is likely that only beds of the smallest particles will be lifted in this way; larger particle size beds will instead tend to degas. Future in-situ measurements of particle size and $\Delta P$ within Martian dust devils are required to test this theory.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

[20] Using simple models we have investigated competing mechanisms in the $\Delta P$ effect and found that particles are lifted by a kind of explosive release of subsurface air rather than dragged upwards by air ‘sucked’ from the ground. Our models suggest that this effect will be stronger on Earth than Mars but, due to the relative weakness of horizontal surface wind shear stress caused by dust devil circulation, on Mars it

![Figure 2. Illustration of the factors affecting the ability of the $\Delta P$ effect in dust devils to lift particles. Small, fast moving vortices with large magnitude negative pressure excursions are the optimum vortex characteristics for lifting material by the $\Delta P$ effect. Soils with small particle sizes (or with low permeability due to other factors such as surface crusting) are more likely to be lifted by the $\Delta P$ effect. Conditions appear to be more favorable for $\Delta P$ lifting on Earth than on Mars.](image)
could be the dominant dust lifting process in dust Devils. At this point though, we still cannot quantitatively determine if the \( \Delta P \) effect is significant or if beds of soil will degas fast enough to preclude pressure gradients building up. Our results show that the most significant \( \Delta P \) effects will be associated with smaller, faster-moving vortices. This observation appears to agree with flux experiments and Mars Exploration Rover observations. Our results agree with the vortex threshold test data of Greetley et al. [2003], that show fine particles being lifted more easily by vortices than by ambient boundary layer winds. The \( \Delta P \) effect seems only to be important for low permeability surfaces, such as beds of fine dust. This result matches the observations of the small particle size in Mars’ atmosphere.

[21] It could be argued that our models are somewhat simplistic. Nevertheless, they have enabled us to identify why the \( \Delta P \) in dust Devils can lift surface material and are therefore an important first step towards a quantitative solution of the problem. Based on these results, we have started work on a quantitative, dynamic solution which does not require application of arbitrary length or time scales. This will allow us to quantitatively investigate whether the rate of degassing of the soil will support the build up of pressure gradients large enough to lift particles.
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